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Machines are now reasonably well able to read ancient and medieval scripts, to reproduce the 

paleographical classifications, date and localize written documents, and perform writer 

identification [1]–[6]. They are expert systems performing some of the tasks of expertise in 

paleography defined as the field of history dealing with the script as an object (i.e. text as an 

image) and the use of the written word in past societies. 

This new development changes the position of paleography within the Digital Humanities 

landscape, making the “text image” itself as a source for analysis, rather than human produced 

labels, manual measurements or scholarly metadata. After the term “digital paleography” was 

coined by Arianna Ciula in 2005 [7], a group of paleographers has worked in the field of “digital 

paleography” and cross-disciplinary studies for more than a decade [8]–[11]. In the past few 

years, as for the term “digital paleography”, several debates have arose, partially linked to those 

on the notion and added value of “digital humanities”[12]. We recently proposed the term 

“artificial paleography” to describe the automated analysis of scripts and applying Computer 

Vision to “handwritten text images”[13]. 

This contribution proposes to give an overview of the methods applied by digital humanists and 

computer scientists on digital images of handwritten text and create new historical knowledge, 

by reading and scholarly editing texts, analyzing textual transmission, dating and localizing the 

(analogue) written artefacts, and better understanding the visual cultures and communication 

processes in past societies. This paper also addresses the new questions raised by “digitalization” 

and artificial intelligence in the field, be it of epistemological nature (quantitative/qualitative, 

sampling/exhaustiveness, objectivity and confidence measure), be it in human-machine 

interaction (black box and interpretation) and human resource and research processes. 
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